
Introducing the iTowBot





They way iT was done...

Traditionally aircraft tugs are heavy, cumbersome 

and also expensive to purchase and maintain.  

They often limit the manoeuvrability of the aircraft 

(to within the limit lines of the nose wheel steering) 

and require more than one person to assist and 

keep watch of the aircraft wings while manoeuvring 

in confined spaces. “Hangar rash” and damage to 

aircraft is an all too often occurrence when only 

one person manoeuvres aircraft on a traditional 

old fashioned aircraft tug.

At less than half the cost of the traditional aircraft 

tugs you can remove the burden (and reduce the 

Occupational Health and Safety Risk) by stepping 

into the future today.



The iTowBot is the easiest, safest way for single 

operators to manuever aircraft in close quarters. 

The iTowBot’s hybrid zero-turn capability and 

fully-articulating, self-locking carriage can safely 

turn aircraft a full 360 degrees within the aircraft’s 

wingspan.

The iTowBot operates by remote control to allow 

safe towing from any vantage point. Our patented 

towing technology eliminates lifting, positioning, 

electrical cords, fueling or hard starting of traditional 

aircraft towing machinery.

Our powerful, silent 24V & 28V DC motors provide 

smooth starts/stops and virtually maintenance-

free performance. Multiple configurations are 

available to move almost any aircraft weighing up 

to 50,000lbs (22,600 kg).

They way iT’s done now...





safely Move your plane  
by yourself.



The iTowBot is the easiest, safest way for single operators, FBOs and 

maintenance shops to tow aircraft, helicopters and vehicles. The iTowBot 

operates by remote control for safe towing from any vantage point without 

the need for wing walkers. 

aircrafT & helicopTers

Standard, Heavy Duty and BomberBot iTowBots come standard with single 

carriage and also the option for dual wheel carriage. These are compatible 

with a wide range of either single nose wheel, dual nose wheel or tail dragger 

aircraft weighing up to 50,000 lbs (22,600 kg). Our fourth model, the Wheel 

Pant iTowBot, includes a special carriage that eliminates the need for towbars 

when transporting fixed gear or helicopters.

indusTrial applicaTions

iTowBots can be used in place of forklifts to move propellers and heavy 

equipment.

boaTs, Trailers and rvs

Our optional trailer towing attachment allows you to move almost any ball 

hitched trailer with ease and unprecedented maneuverability, including boats 

and RVs.



www.itowbot.com.au



easily Moves a full Trailer



ConTaCT deTails

south australia, Queensland,  

northern Territory,  

western australia and Tasmania

Pilatus Australia Pty Ltd

17 James Schofield Drive

Adelaide Airport

Adelaide SA 5950

Tel: +61 8 8234 4433

Fax: +61 8 8234 4499

E-mail: info@itowbot.com.au

new south wales

Nevco Engineering Pty Ltd

95 Mandoon Road

Girraween NSW 2145

Australia

 Tel: +61 2 9631 4733

Fax: +61 2 9636 8388

Web: www.nevco.com.au

iTowBot


